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MEMBERS' MEETINGS
Oh no, not another AGM!
Martin Parkinson & Martin Tweddell
Annual General Meetings can be a
dull affair, but we like to use them
to celebrate our successes over the
last year as well as do some good
hard thinking about how we could
do things better. Last April's AGM
was just that.
Our finances are currently looking
healthy with us breaking-even last
year – but they are under threat.
Membership numbers have gone
into sudden decline in the last few
months, having lost around 90
memberships. We've since looked
into this and realised about half our
“lost” members simply forgot to
renew. The other half didn't want to
renew, so we have to work harder
at making ourselves more relevant
to Bristol's cyclists. We've made a
lot of ground recruiting new members through stalls, rides and special events and it seems that
recruitment is one thing – retention
is another. We have to accept that
“churn” is all a part of running the
organisation and recruitment has to
be significant if numbers are to
grow and be sustained.

Stephen Williams MP joins up.
Photo: Mark Brough

Last year we achieved success in
recruiting VIP members. Now most
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of our local MPs have been signed
up and a number of people have
also been made honorary members. Other achievements which we
can put our name to have included
the new cycle racks at Temple
Meads, membership secretary
Veronica Pollard being quoted in
the House of Lords for her
comments on sharing the road,
20mph roll-out is now firmly on the
Bristol Council's agenda and we
have greatly increased our media
coverage.
This year we will be hosting the
Cyclenation conference in October
where all the UK's local cycling
campaigns come together with the
CTC to forward our common interests. (Interestingly the very first of
these conferences was held in
Bristol in 1978). See opposite page.

ing to these as well as attending a
multitude of meetings with the local
authorities and other statutory bodies. Thanks to all our members for
your individual responses to
consultations, these greatly help us
to make our case. Because most of
this work goes on behind the
scenes it is very easy to forget to
communicate this to everyone else.
So one of our goals is to make our
communications more coordinated.
Our successes with infrastructure
have included correcting wrong and
dangerous positioning of cycle line
painting (for example on the
Whiteladies Road) and the correct
implementation of the new
contraflow on Nelson Street. We
are currently campaigning to
restrain aspects of the Bus Rapid
Transit plans where walking and
cycling have been largely ignored
so far.

The Campaign has put together a
very good programme of activities
over the last year and continues to
do so in spite of limited resources.
People remember Rob Penn, John
Grimshaw and Angela Raffle as
particularly inspiring speakers at
our members meetings. Our rides
are judged to be of good quality
with a consistently high
turnout, especially those
rides with an historical
or other focus of interest.

Much of our success is due to you,
our members, who have continued
to write letters to your MPs and
councillors about the big national
issues such as The Times
Cyclesafe campaign, calling for
Strict Liability and Go Dutch. These
have steadily been getting the message across and helped to dramatically raise the profile of cycling in
our national and local leadership,
and in the national and local media.

As part of last year's
Bristol Cycle Festival
the Campaign put
together Bike Trains
which enabled less
confident cyclists to
commute to work along
the faster, busier routes
in the safety of a group.
Bristol City Council want
these to be run again
this year, which we
hope to do in conjunction with Life Cycle UK.

And finally we elected a new committee with some members departing and others coming on board.
Details can be found on the back
pages. So we offer great thanks to
everyone on the committee and
ordinary members who have
worked hard, especially with letter
writing which is an essential help in
making our case and making
changes. And thanks to everyone
who has volunteered their help for
the coming year. We look forward
to pushing things forward and
making Bristol a great place to ride
your bike.

There have been many consultations on changes to road infrastructure where it affects cycling and the
Campaign has been busy respond-

Details of the Treasurer's report
can be requested by contacting
any of the committee.

We work for Bristol and the surrounding area to be:
• alive with people on bicycles
• where cycling is so easy everyone does it
• happier, healthier, greener and more civilised
Our mission is to create a vibrant and inclusive cycling culture by
challenging and transforming the status quo.
We will inspire and empower people, will press for enhanced investment
in cycling and be a strong voice for everyone who wants to cycle.
View From the Saddle • Martin Tweddell • Chair
So Bristol is to get a mayor. Will
this be a good or a bad thing for
cycling here? We've had to move
on from the Yes and No arguments
around cost, democracy and effectiveness. If you look at
London's example you
would be persuaded to
think that having a
mayor would be a
good thing: Boris
Bikes, miles of
cycling superhighways, Olympic
velodromes... the
list goes on. Take
a look at the
London Cycling
Campaign's website
though and you'll
realise this has all taken
a very long time and a lot of
hard work. And still there is
much to do as their Go Dutch
campaign testifies.
The only thing is, our mayor will
only have limited powers over
transport. London's mayor is effectively a regional mayor. The equivalent here would be a mayor of
CUBA (Counties that Used to Be
Avon) because overall transport
strategy is something that is best
tackled at regional rather than local
council level. You could argue a
regional mayor would then be the
next logical step. But would
Bristol's cycling interests be best

served this way when a significant
proportion of voters will be cardependent country dwellers?
At the time of writing the main
political parties have yet to
choose a candidate but
we do know that
amongst others,
Paulette North is
standing for
Respect with
George “Red
Trousers”
Ferguson
standing as an
independent.
When all the
candidates are
known we will be
writing to them to
find out their views on
cycling. We want to know
what each of them have to say so
we can pass this on to you and
help you with your voting decision.
Then we are going to invite them to
a hustings so you can put your
questions directly to them. Keep an
eye out for this via our website and
e-news.
So, could it be that we find ourselves wearing red lycra shorts in
support of George? Or will none of
them show any interest in cycling at
all? Ultimately it's up to us to make
sure they do and our voice is not
just heard, but acted on.

Cyclenation Conference 2012
We're very proud to announce that
BCyC will be hosting the joint
CTC/Cyclenation conference here
in Bristol on Saturday 13 October.
The CTC/CN Advisory meeting
and joint Cyclenation meeting will
also be held here on Friday 12
October. The venue will be
Armada House in the centre and
we will be putting out a call for help
with stewarding at the venue, social
rides and a welcoming bed for the
night for those coming from afar.

Bristol Cycle Festival
Hear ye, hear ye good people of
Bristol. Unto you I tell this news.
The annual gathering of all things
bikes in Bristol will be held...crowd
silences in anticipation...

BCyC will be running a series of
our evergreen Discover Bristol
rides during the weekday
evenings. Look out for details:
www.bristolcyclefestival.com

New Cycling Column
We're pleased to see Boneshaker
Magazine's Mike White has started
a regular upbeat cycling feature in
the new Bristol Post colour supplement every Friday. All the best with
this Mike, long may it continue!

CAMPAIGNING
Bristol to Bordeaux Cycle Ride August 24 – September 8 • 2012

Cycle
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This ride over two weeks will cover some picturesque parts of Western France. Compared to
Southwest England, the terrain is relatively easy – although some parts will be flatter than others. It is
being run for two reasons (apart from the sheer fun of it!)
• To promote the Living Heart for Bristol campaign, in the media
• To support the Bristol-Bordeaux twinning link
THE LIVING HEART FOR BRISTOL

The aim of this campaign is to improve the environment of central Bristol for pedestrians and cyclists, by diverting
through traffic. Many other cities have done this. One of the best examples is Bristol’s twin city of Bordeaux. We
will be starting the ride with an event in central Bristol, for the Bristol media. We will also be talking to the Deputy
Mayor of Bordeaux about a civic reception in the traffic-free centre of Bordeaux, when we arrive. For more information about the Living Heart campaign, see: www.livingheart.org.uk.
THE PLAN • There will be two ride options:
• A group, who will be riding together, and camping
• Individuals (or couples or groups of friends) who prefer to stay in accommodation, will be riding together to Poole, and will
then be making their own way to the rendezvous in Bordeaux.
Based on previous rides the distance from St. Malo to Bordeaux is likely to be between 350 and 400 miles, making an average
daily distance of about 30 to 36 miles over 11 days (the camping group will be riding every day).
KEY DATES
Friday August 24 10am
Saturday August 25
Sunday August 26 • 8.30am
Monday August 27
Thursday September 6
Friday September 7
Saturday September 8

Departure from Queen Square with Bristol media
Overnight in or near Warminster
Overnight in Poole
Ferry departs for St. Malo, arriving 16.45
Overnight in St. Malo
Individual riders separate from the group
Meet and overnight at Camping du Lac, North of Bordeaux
Morning ride to the city centre and civic/media reception
People free to make their own way back, Saturday or Sunday.

For more information download the form at www.livingheart.org.uk/events/event/summer-bristol-to-bordeaux-cycle-ride/
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MEMBERS MEETINGS
Cycling Cultures

Martin Parkinson reports on a fascinating talk given by
Rachel Aldred at our February meeting.
Cycle campaigners are (and I mean this as a compliment) some of the geekiest people you could ever wish
to meet. But their geekery is often confined to the more
sciencey end of the spectrum of knowledge and there’s
a whole other world of qualitative investigation out there
that we don’t always know about. So it was great to
hear Rachel Aldred of the University of East London,
talking about her work on the Cycling Cultures Project
Rachel and her fellow researcher Kat Jungnickel (who
we did not unfortunately meet) are sociologists – the
species of social scientist that looks at society, culture,
and identity (sociologists are very big on identity).
Sociologists don’t just look at people, they ask them
questions and take the answers seriously, they get
involved with the people they are researching. The
Cycling Cultures project looked at cycling in Hull,
Hackney, Cambridge and of course Bristol – very
different towns but each with high rates of cycling.
You can read about some of what Rachel and Kat got
up to in the Bristol part of the project on their website.
Not only did they meet all the ‘usual suspects’ but
found time to talk to people-who-ride-bicycles (as
opposed to self-identified ‘cyclists’) and to watch (with
fascinated horror) the traffic by the Gloucester road
arches.

Cycling Full
Circle

One of our most
popular guest speakers of 2011, Astrid
Domingo Molyneux
from Almondsbury,
has just published a book chronicling her epic, round the world
cycle tour. Order online via:
www.cyclingfullcircle.com
Trees Promote Cycling
According to health expert Marcus
Grant of UWE, not only can tree
lined streets slow traffic, but a well
treed neighbourhood can actually
promote walking and cycling.
Bristol Tree Forum:
clive.stevens@euronova.co.uk
Sales of Bicycles Up
According to the Co-Operative
Group's latest Ethical
Consumerism report, sales of bicy-

All very interesting but how does it help? ‘High rates
of cycling for the UK’ is not necessarily impressive.
Rachel showed us a graph which put our situation
into perspective: Hackney and Bristol might have high
rates of cycling compared to the UK average but they
have low rates compared to Hull and very low rates
compared to Cambridge. Yet bike use in Bristol and
Hackney is visibly growing and in Hull and Cambridge
which have had historically high rates of cycling, is
actually decreasing. There are some complicated
things going on here and anything which might shed
light on what fosters active travel would be useful.
For more information on the Cycling Cultures project
visit www.cyclingcultures.org.uk.
Members' meetings are held on the last Tuesday of
the month at Bristol YHA and a small contribution to
the room hire is appreciated. For details of upcoming
meetings, see page 14. Also check the website,
e-news or Facebook for the latest.
Coming up, there will be a talk by Sustrans on their
Free Range Kids campaign, we're hoping to have Jim
Chisholm of Cambridge Cycling Campaign share his
experiences and we will be hosting a mental health
special with Graeme Willgress (Ride2Recovery) and
Life Cycle UK (Wellbeing Rides).
Any ideas for themes and speakers at any of our future
meetings is always welcome. Please contact us through
the usual channels, or at a meeting.

cles in the UK between 2009 and
2010 grew by nearly 5%.The figure
could be higher here in this relatively prosperous and cycle-friendly part of the world. Hopefully
some good news for Bristol's bike
shops.
From the Blogs: Broken Down
Quad Bike on BB Path – virgil1864
“Couldn't believe someone would
be daft enough to take one of
these onto the
path, especially on
a Sunday afternoon with lots of
pedestrians etc
about: Good job it
had broken down.
“Don't the police
patrol further than
Staple Hill tunnel? I
used 101 as a
number to get
through to Avon

police. I've seen two other recent
clips with mini-motorbikes on the
path from Fishponds up to the tunnel. Seems to be the territory they
prefer. It would be great if all
cyclists who see things like this on
the path stamped down on it with
zero tolerance and phoned the
plod. It seemed like I was the only
one bothered by it – I'd rather not
have some twit on a quad bike
mow me down!!”

SAFE CYCLING • Bike Riders and Bus Drivers – let's be friends • Veronica Pollard
The recently well-publicised spat between a cyclist
and a bus driver, which turned into a murderous
attempt to have the last word, is not, thank goodness,
the norm in Bristol.

When overtaking a bus stay well away from it, taking
up the space a car might take up, to make it easy for
the driver to see you. This road position will make it
much less likely that the bus will pull out in front of you

But buses, bikes, lorries and cars are all vehicles
that have equal rights to be on the road, and their
operators have those rights, and of course the
responsibilities, that accompany them.
So how can we, as people who ride bicycles on the
urban streets, affect the relationships we have with
larger road users so as to keep everyone calmer and
respectful?
Firstly I think we have to remember that bus drivers
can have a hard time seeing everything that we
cyclists can see. They sit on the far right of a wide
vehicle, quite high up and prevented from seeing a lot
of what goes on, on the left-hand side of their vehicles.
This is because their mirrors do not give them a
perfect view and they have the driver screen and the
passenger door between them and the kerb side that
they can see without the mirror. Lorry drivers can see
even less and until these vehicles get fitted with better
mirrors it is really up to us to think about where we ride
so that we can be easily seen. If a driver can see us
they are very unlikely to try and cause us problems.
So how can we be sure that we can be seen by these
drivers?
The best advice is to ride where they expect other
traffic to be, i.e. where they will normally be looking. So
not in the gap between a bus and the kerb, due to the
problems outlined above, and not too close to them on
any other side!
Don’t wait by the kerb at traffic lights. Wait in the
centre of the lane you want to be in on the other side
of the junction. This way a driver can easily see you as
they approach the junction or queue.
Don’t be tempted to try to get to the front of the queue
by squeezing between a large vehicle and the kerb or
another lane of traffic. If the traffic starts off before you
reach the front you may get caught between the lanes
and thus invisible to bus and lorry drivers. Those
caught between a lorry and the kerb could find themselves in real trouble if the driver is turning left.
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Two silly places to cycle.
Better to stay behind and wait. Illustrations: FirstBus"

If you are cycling around a large roundabout like St
James Barton, take up some space in the lane so that
drivers wanting to leave or enter the roundabout can
see you clearly and take you into their calculation of
when to manoeuvre. Cycling around the outside of the
roundabout makes you almost invisible and therefore
more likely to be ignored. This may take some initial
courage, but keep your speed up and you may come to
understand that this is a safer place to be.
And lastly, have some sympathy for the drivers of large
vehicles. They are mostly doing their best with the limited view they have. Smile and wave if they let you into
a gap, thank them if they wait for you instead of pulling
out into your path and try and make their efforts not to
hit you easier by making yourself more visible to them.
As ever, if you would like to explore these ideas with
an adult cycle trainer, do get in touch with Life Cycle UK.
0117 353 4580 • www.liefcycleuk.org.uk

MEMBERSHIP - Lasso a new member • Martin Parkinson
All organisations need members. Campaigning
organisations need members to bring ideas and energy and to add credibility. Social groups need members in order to be to be...well...social. Bristol Cycling
Campaign is both social (rides) and campaigning
(meetings). So have you, who obviously decided the
BCyC is a Good Thing, ever considered trying to lure
your friends and acquaintances into joining as well?
Personally, I think the killer argument is the discounts
at cycle shops. For an outlay of at most £10 each a
year you can get 10% off your bike bits - it can pay
for itself very easily. The good thing about this is that if
you suggest it to someone as a reason for joining, it
doesn’t imply that they have to regard themselves in
any way as a ‘proper cyclist’. (Studies have shown that
people do think like this).

Happy BCyC members
en-route to Tyntesfield.
Photo: Reg Brunt

But the thing is, with the discounts does come some
other things worth considering. Bristol is a good base
for pootling around the countryside on a bike and, every
Sunday, here are some ready-made people to pootle
with. And finally, the road conditions and the buses and
the drivers. For a mere ten quid you can add your voice,
however quietly, to a local organisation, run by locals for
local people.
So now you have no reason not to at least mention
joining BCyC to anyone you know who owns a bicycle.
Or how about giving membership to friends or family?
A gift that just keeps giving!

PREVIEW - Bike Bath
Steve Mayger reports on weekend of cycling activities
in and around our slightly better looking neighbour
Between Friday 22 and Sunday 24 June, Bike Bath will be a
fitting climax at the end of National Bike Week and will see
Bath host a range of events which will attract large numbers
of enthusiastic cyclists to the city.
The event consists of 30, 60 and 100 mile rides starting and
finishing on the Rec. For the 30 mile ride under 16s can
cycle for free if they are accompanied by an adult who has
registered for the ride and most importantly they have ridden
long distances before. Some parents may choose to enter a
team and complete the 30 mile ride or perhaps go for one of
the longer distances. This could be a great opportunity for
raising funds for the school through sponsorship.
Like many sporting occasions, a pasta supper is ideal preparation for one of the Saturday or Sunday rides of 30, 60 and
100 miles but only in Bath will you find the supper prepared
by Rob Clayton, Bath's Michelin starred chef, and a keen
cyclist. He will be preparing a pasta supper for riders on
Friday evening and after the rides on Saturday and Sunday.
To accompany Rob's pasta delights, on the Friday Rob Penn
journalist, TV presenter and author of It’s All About the Bike:
the Pursuit of Happiness on Two Wheels a Sunday Times
bestseller will share some topical and humorous thoughts on
where cycling is today.

Rob will be followed onto the platform by Ben Rockett, the ultra
endurance athlete, who is currently completing a PhD
at Bath University. Ben holds the cycling world record for
Land’s End to John O’Groats to Land’s End, having ridden
the 1800 mile return journey in 5 days and 21 hours. He is
the author of There and Back: Breaking the LEJOGLE record.
Later this year he is competing at the UMCA 24 hour world
championships in California when he hopes to ride over 540
miles in 24 hours. In order to create an iconic ride ‘Bath
Gladiator’ will be a title awarded to those Bike Bath riders who
complete both 100 mile rides over two days which will seem
like a stroll in the park to our Ben... Other speakers
will be announced in the coming weeks.
Other awards have been created for the Bike Bath include:
‘Bath Centurion’ being those riders who complete the 100 mile
ride on one of the days. ‘Bath Legionnaire’ awards will be
presented to the business team, organisation, school and
official bike club which enters the most riders in to the Bike
Bath event.
Bike Bath riders can register for the pasta supper when
they book on line and will have free entry to ‘Celebration of
Cycling’ speaking event at the Bath Pavilion.
All details can be found at the Bike Bath website or e-mail
the Bike Bath team at info@bikebath.co.uk

SOCIAL • Rides Corner • Chris Whitlock
A look back at some winter & spring rides – and a
tantalising glimpse of future rides...

T

he winter and early spring season has seen the
Campaign on a diversity of trips from “wassailling”
(the tradition of singing and drinking to promote a good
cider crop) to exploring the more rareified atmosphere of
Bath!s museums and from remote cycle greenways to
local eco-friendly homes.
Several rides focused on new and existing cycle routes.
Wendy led a group to revisit the Five Arches Greenway
since it!s official opening last September by Michael Eavis
of Glastonbury Festival fame. A good example of how
a disused railway has provided a safe cycling route for
local people.
Justin took a group by train to Westbury to explore the
Collier!s Way. This picturesque route follows the old
Somersetshire Coal Canal which was superseded by the
railway and lately transformed into leisure route NCN24.
With much bike swapping focused on Reg!s new Birdy we
enjoyed this scenic route passing the Radstock Industrial
Museum, through the beautiful Shoscombe Vale and on
to Dundas Aqueduct
We continue to “Discover Bristol” through shorter themed
rides to events, buildings and sites of historic interest.
David took us to Winterbourne Medieval Barn, a building
of national importance and unique as the only surviving
great barn built by a commoner, a captain who became
wealthy in Edward III!s French Wars. The Barn was holding a "Celebration of Spring! event with traditional skittles,
vintage traction engines, old farming equipment, organic
cider making at the old cider press and country crafts.
Roy extended our remit to “Discover Bath” and after train
assistance to Bath Spa station we climbed Widcombe Hill
to explore the University of Bath!s purpose-built campus
buildings that date back to 1964. We left the functional
modernist buildings and descended, in contrast, to the
Building of Bath Collection, a wonderful museum housed
in a gothic chapel. The museum shows how this once
small town became world famous Georgian spa and city.
Finally we perused several Gainsboroughs, some fine old
master paintings and numerous 'objets d!art' in the
Holbourne Museum before visiting Porters, Bath!s only
completely vegetarian pub.
My seasonal tip for an excellent weekend trip within a
couple of hours of Bristol is the Downs Link. This cycling
and walking route runs for 37 miles from Guildford in
Surrey to Shoreham on the south coast, hence linking the
North and South Downs. The route follows gentle gradients as this was the line of the “100 Years Railway” and
is now largely a compacted stone surface, best in dry
conditions. Points of interest include a Double Bridge
introduced to ease the track gradient (adopted as the
motif of the Downs Link), a visitor centre based inside a
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train carriage and restored former stations. The route
signing is very clear and consistent and the background information is plentiful and well presented, all
of which makes this trip so pleasurable.
We have worked with other organisations to support
complimentary events such as the annual Vintage
Velo and the Honeycombe Farm Wassail. Martin has
championed the environmental cause through the
Bristol Green Doors ride and a tour of the City!s sustainable assets finishing at the World Electric Bike
Championships. Reg continues to seek out the most
intriguing off-road routes especially around Goblin
Combe and the Strawberry Line, when not tenaciously
battling for improved bike facilities on trains!
We are already thinking about rides for the late summer and autumn – ideas of where to go and what to
see would be very welcome. Can you spare the time
to help out on a ride? We always need people to be
"backstops! or "sweepers!. Or, if you are experienced
in group riding why not think about leading one? Just
get in touch by coming on a ride, to a meeting, or via
one of the contacts at the back of the magazine.
Upcoming rides are listed on the back page.
Highlights include a mixture of short gentle paced
Discover Bristol rides to suit families and new riders
as well as some longer rides to please the seasoned
enthusiast. In October we will visit Bath's Two Tunnels
Path, at which time the main elements are scheduled
for completion. Our Bristol Open Doors ride in
September will include an early Modernist house,
largely in its original condition and the first house in
Britain constructed according to Le Corbusier's
Dom-ino system.

! Pictures from top

left, clockwise:

Winterbourne Medieval Barn - Moira with her winning
throw for the ladies. Photo: Chris Whitlock
Looking forward to sunny days like this . Photo: Reg Brunt
Outside the Neeld Arms in Grittleton en route to Castle
Combe. Photo: Chris Whitlock
Double Bridge used as waymarking motif on the Downs
Link. Photo: Paul Willis, worthingwanderer.blogspot.com
More family-friendly rides are planned.
Photo: Ronnie Wright
Happy days... Photo: Martin McDonnell

Please check the website for changes and updates
as adverse weather could affect the plans.
Look forward to seeing you out and about...

BICYCLE ENTERPRISE
We interviewed Sam Harris about his cycle
courier and pedicab company to get an idea of the
challenges facing the new, young and local cycling
business.
Bristol Cyclist: Do you have any quirky/awkward
deliveries or customers?
Sam Harris: We’ve had some difficult deliveries but
no problems with awkward customers. The biggest
delivery to date was two tables and presentation
equipment for the BHNC but our cargo trike is huge

Sam taking a break with
his pedicab.

BC: Have any romances blossomed as a result of
their work?
SH:: Personally I still haven’t had the confidence to
bring out the ‘I’m a CEO’ chat up line either much to
my friends annoyance.

Sam with his cargo trike. Photo: Nishil Raichura

and this wasn’t a problem. Our Marks bread delivery
outgrew the trailer and is now close to 100kg of bread
sometimes which is a fun daily ride. Unfortunately we
haven’t got anything crazy to report but if anyone’s
got any delivery ideas we’ll consider anything.
BC: How do you cope with too much rain? Or too
much sun?
SH: We just love being outside, yes the rain is
annoying but we deal with it, that’s what waterproofs
are for. Wind and snow are more annoying but I
that’s life. We’re sorting out an all-weather uniform
with our sponsors, Mud Dock, so we’ll look a bit
more official than the excessive woolly jumpers worn
this winter! Too much sun is hardly a problem. It’s in
our risk assessments though so sun oil and water
is always available to riders of course, but more
importantly we get ice-cream!
BC: What type of bike is a favourite? Do the riders
customise their bikes in any way?
SH: We’ve got all-sorts which raises some debate,
some guys like fixies, others prefer mountain bikes
for curb hopping. Customising wise we’re very
boring, slicker tyres is about as far as it’s gone.
When the budget’s a bit bigger this point will be
expanded. We’re getting stickers.
BC: How do you cope with the hills?
SH: The hills are a right challenge, but it’s hardly a
real bike ride without some hard work and in the long
run it helps us keep much fitter so we can’t complain.
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BC: Do your riders attract any love interest due to
their athletic prowess?
SH: The hills do lead to some healthy calf muscles
which some of our customers do get quite excited
about but this hasn’t led to any romances just yet.

Champion load.

BC: Where do they go to eat? What do they eat?
SH: Well Nando’s, PieMinister and Mission Burrito
have all been very supportive and forthcoming with
their amazing food. Then a popular eat whilst on a
pedicab shift is always Falafel King as it’s great for
a speedy bite that’s filling nutritious and delicious.
I eat a lot of peanut butter and cake (not usually
together) which is probably a bad thing and I
should stop it.
BC: Anything to say about the business, contact
details, guide prices, etc?
SH: We’d like to emphasise our ethical side really.
Any money spent with us goes to local jobs, not oil.
We’ve started a People Not Petrol campaign to
make people more aware. Then there’s the fact that
we’re a friendly lot that will give you a more dedicated
service and often ends up quicker and cheaper.
Depending on timeframe, size and weight of an item
we’re usually between £4 and £8 for a delivery. But
for multi-drop items this can change a lot and the
price simply reflects our own costs so we will always
try and find ways to reduce it.
Anyone interested in Pedal Power Transport's
courier or pedicab service, or who wants to
support them, keep up to date with goings on,
job opportunities and fun things they might be
doing should check out the website
www.pedalpowertransport.co.uk

INFRASTRUCTURE

Cycle Parking
Terry Miller looks into the statistics
and asks did the Cycling City
project meet its targets?

too close to the cycle racks! It turns
out the racks/shelter were paid for
by private developer. However the
council have told me they will take
a look at this.

Well, the End of Project Report
says “Yes, comfortably”. The target
was to double public parking and
between July 2008 and March 2011
the report claims a total of 4,204
stands (equating to 8,408 spaces)
have been installed in public
places across Greater Bristol, an
estimated increase of 217% in the
availability of cycle parking.
And at the railway stations: 70
additional cycle parking stands
(140 spaces) have been installed,
after some delay, on platform 4 at
Temple Meads. This is to cope with
the demand as the existing 175
spaces are often fully utilised.
Additionally, there are 87 stands
currently within 20m of the station.
The ones near the existing stands
are well used but the more vulnerable ones - hidden remotely on the
blind side of a brick building - are
rarely used. At Bristol Parkway 104
additional spaces, including two
prominently placed secure covered
shelters have been installed.

Nice work Cycling City and Network
Rail. Photo: Terry Miller

At unstaffed suburban stations with
no CCTV coverage it was deemed
few cyclists would dare to leave a
bike during daylight (let alone after
dark) so there is little point
installing stands in these locations.
When stands are positioned incorrectly it's not always the council's
fault. Great that the cycle parking at
Holiday Inn Bond Street is under
cover and has a seat, but the racks
are too near a wall and the seat is

10/10 for trying... Photo: Terry Miller

In Bristol abandoned cycles are
removed from public cycle racks
by the Council's Street Cleansing
Department. Removal is slow for
fear that cycles may not be
abandoned. One cyclist sought
compensation for a “lost bike” when
he returned after 8 months in
America & found it was missing!
So, my verdict is: Well done so far.
Keep up the good work as levels of
cycling continue to increase. There
are still pockets of 'deprivation'
around the city, with inadequate or
no cycle parking. Even Hamilton
House in Stokes Croft frequently
needs still more cycle racks!
However I understand this may
be addressed as part of the local
redevelopment of Stokes Croft.
Now for the tecchie stuff.
The following standard, by which
all cycle parking should be benchmarked, is worth quoting when
making your case to the authorities:
LTN2/08 Cycling Infrastructure
Design includes “11.1.4 New cycle
parking facilities should meet
existing demand, with some capacity for future growth. Local authorities may monitor the use of cycle
parking stands to ascertain
demand and provide additional
places where necessary. Regular
monitoring may also enable underused stands to be identified and
relocated, and abandoned cycles
identified for removal.”

Bristol's Top 5 Most
Dangerous Cycling
Junctions
Labour's Bristol East MP, Kerry
McCarthy MP has claimed the
city is not safe enough for cyclists,
despite it being named as
England's first cycling city four years
ago,"Streets are too crowded", and
cycle lanes "too confusing".
She also suggested banning vehicles on Sundays to allow cyclists to
use the roads. Jon Rogers from the
city council said £23m had been
invested since Bristol was made an
official cycling city.
Mr Rogers said: "We've got 8,000
new bike spaces, 2,000 new signs,
and 53km (33 miles) of new and
improved routes, but we need to
keep that sort of investment going
for years."
The list below contains the five
most dangerous junctions for
cyclists in Bristol. Using data
from the DfT this is based on the
number of reported cycle crashes
between 2005 and 2010:
1. Clarence Road/Temple
Gate/Bath Road/Cattle Mkt Rd
Roundabout - 25 Accidents
2. Whiteladies Road/Cotham Hill 23 Accidents
3. Old Market Roundabout 21 Accidents
4. St. James Barton Roundabout 20 Accidents
5. Cheltenham Road/Bath
Buildings/Arley Hill - 19 Accidents
Reproduced with permission from
Levens, www.cycleinjury.co.uk
Editor's note: Junction Cycle
Accident Counts should be taken
with a pinch of salt, as Terry Miller
will explain in the next magazine.

INFRASTRUCTURE

Cheltenham Road/
Zetland Road Junction
Terry Miller reports on lack of
progress in restoring this junction
fully to its former glory following
resurfacing works.

be marked as advisory lanes to
allow motor vehicles to cross them.
Non-nearside lanes should be positioned so as to avoid the section of
road where most lane-changing
movements are taking place, particularly those from left to right."

cycle lining through the junction (to
avoid the traffic heading up Elton
Road) will be replaced. This work
can only be completed in warmer
temperatures so that the high friction red surfacing can bond with the
existing road surface.

Coming north from the Arches, the
feeder cycle lane on the approach
to this junction is approximately
0.7m wide (between the white
lines) less than half the minimum
width for normal traffic volumes
where it feeds into the ASL
(Advanced Stop Line). This is scandalously narrow for a very busy Aroad which is also one of the most
heavily used and direct cycle
routes in Bristol and I've found wide
vehicles regularly treat the current
feeder cycle lane as part of their
traffic lane.
(Measuring this solo was a bit
hairy! I had to wait on the pavement for the lights to turn red then
rushed out with my tape measure.
A taxi driver waiting at the lights
had just driven partly into the ASL
and was amazed to see me on his
offside measuring the cycle lane).
Let's get technical now – compare
this with LTN 2/08 9.4.9: "Because
non-nearside lanes often place
cyclists between two rows of moving traffic, they should ideally be at
least 2 metres wide to provide adequate separation (although narrower lanes may be acceptable on
lightly trafficked roads). They must

THE ART
OF CYCLING

Spotted at Harvey
Nicks in Quakers
Friars was a rather
clever window display
with a couple of bicycles made entirely of
spanners and nuts
spot welded together.
They must have taken
ages to make...
Photos: Colin Davies
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Cheltenham - Zetland Rds A38 FeederCycle0.7m wide Lane. Photo: Terry Miller

This photo was taken 08.29 on
Sunday morning 6 May and confirms our suspicion that the cycle
lane narrows towards the ASL. On
a weekday around that time would
not be lightly trafficked!
I've been promised by the council
they will amend the markings and
replace them with the original
dimensions. This involves burning
out the sub-standard feeder lane
and laying a red surface on it. The
correct white lining will then go
back in on the outside and the

“Apparently the work is scheduled
for April" I'm told by the council. At
the time of writing it's nearly June
and still no progress with the feeder
cycle lane or the short white separator line for cyclists starting to
ascend Gloucester Road, despite
some good weather in April and
some very good weather in May.
Do you use this junction regularly?
Ask the council what they're doing
about this! See our Useful Contacts
list on page 14.

EXHIBITION REVIEW

Bespoked Bristol
Jac Solomons
A sunny Saturday afternoon in
March and the Brunel Shed at
Temple Meads Station was packed
with enthusiastic cyclists. Bespoked
Bristol 2012, the UK hand-made
bike show, attracted over 4000
people that weekend. The craftsmanship on display was amongst
the best in the world and it was
possible to meet many of the
designers and makers.
There were 68 stands, a celebration
of the hand-made bicycle industry,
custom built, off the peg and
vintage - something for everyone.
I thought these exhibitors were
particularly memorable:
FLAT FRAME SYSTEMS have
developed a beautiful cycle with a
wooden frame. Engineered Wood
acts like a natural carbon fibre,
numerous laminations of sustainable timber are bonded together as

a board, very little energy is consumed in the manufacture. The end
result is strong and stable - a real
head turner.
BOOCYCLES made of bamboo
and carbon fibre. Absolutely no
detail is overlooked in the design of
each bike, and they give a lifetime
warranty against manufacturing
defects and a 100% customer
satisfaction guarantee.
THE BICYCLE ACADEMY will help
you learn how to make bikes. They
give people the lessons, skills and
kit to design and make their own
bikes. But there!s a big difference:
Each student at the Academy
makes a bike designed especially
to use in Africa. Students keep the
skills they learn and their first bike
will go to someone who really
needs it. Once they!ve made their
frame for Africa, graduates can
return to the workshop to hone their
skills and build their own frames.
Everyone wins.

REALLY USEFUL BIKES feature
cargo bikes. They aim to show that
bicycles can be comfortable, useful
and ultimately very relevant to local
transport and local lives.
The very cool COLOURBOLT keep
logos to the minimum and just have
a single coloured chain ring bolt to
distinguish them.
MERCIAN CYCLES began in
Derby in 1946 and still build
bespoke lightweight steel frames
by hand, using traditional methods
with one craftsman building each
frame from start to finish.
Bristol!s own ROBIN MATHER was
awarded both the overall Best in
Show and the Public Voted Prize
for his Camponneur – all I can say
is “Dear Santa...”
For a complete list of exhibitors and
some alluring pictures visit
www.bespokedbristol.co.uk

The Ultimate Folding Off-roader? Reg Brunt has been doing his homework and testing out the results.
It was before last Christmas that a
couple of us went to Avon Valley
Cyclery in Bath to view their selection of folding bikes. The brief was
simple – get a bike that can be carried by train or bus with no hassle
and ride off road.
As you are probably all now aware
the idea of having a folding bike
allows you to travel on the train and
bus with no complications from the
myriad of rules and regulations
designed specifically to deter bikes
being carried on train or bus.
We saw and briefly tried a few folding bikes including: Airnimal, Bike
Friday, Birdy, Brompton, Dahon and
Moulton.
The choice I have made is the
Birdy. It has suspension front and
back making the ride impressively
smooth even over rough ground
despite the 20” diameter wheels. Its

front suspension system is configured particularly well to take front
shock loading. I test rode one and
immediately ordered it.
The only major drawback I found
with the model I bought was the
rear derailleur hangs down very
close to the ground and could easily catch on rocks and stones,
though I've managed to largely
avoid this so far. More ideal would

be the model which comes with a
Rohloff hub gear - but that comes
at a price.
Incidentally, though the 20” wheels
are still “illegal” (as train operators
specify a maximum wheel size of
18”) I!ve never seen a guard get
out a tape measure to check this. A
bike bag is required if carrying it on
a coach. A Birdy bag can be bought
on eBay for £80.
While in Bath I deliberately got on
and off buses for just one stop
each time specifically asking each
driver if they had a problem carrying an un-bagged folding bike. I
was amazed at the number of drivers who had folding bikes and even
those who didn!t own a folding bike
stated categorically there would be
no problem at First Bus. The only
time a problem may be encountered would be if there was no
room.
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Who are Bristol Cycling Campaign

Monthly Meetings

Unlike big organisations with loads of funding, we're
just a collection of activists who believe in cycling as
part of a sustainable transport system. All of the members of the committee and the other people involved in
the running of the organisation are volunteers who
give up their time for free. The articles in the magazine
are all submitted by members, with the occasional
guest contributions, and anyone is welcome to submit
an article If you would like to contribute to the magazine ore get involved (we have several vacancies)
please get in touch.

Our members' meetings are on the last Tuesday of the
month at Bristol YHA, Narrow Quay. Meetings start at
7.30pm and usually last a couple of hours and are very
informal. All welcome – bring a friend! Please come along,
if only to share a drink with us before or after the meeting.
We also have committee meetings on the second Tuesday
of the month, which members are welcome to attend.

BCyC on the internet. We have a significant internet
presence, www.bristolcyclingcampaign.org.uk;
Facebook Group (Bristol Cycling Campaign) – mainly
for announcements; Twitter (BristolCycling) – for timely
updates on what's going on cycling-wise in Bristol; and
a Yahoo Group for discussion and getting to the heart
of the matter. You'll find details of all of these media
channels on our website.
We also have a monthly e-newsletter for those with
email.
The BCyC Committee are:
Chair • Martin Tweddell
chairman@bristolcyclingcampaign.org.uk
Secretary • Martin McDonnell
secretary@bristolcyclingcampaign.org.uk
Treasurer • Steve Kinsella
treasurer@bristolcyclingcampaign.org.uk
Membership Secretary • Veronica Pollard
7 Alpha Rd, Bristol BS3 1DH
membership@bristolcyclingcampaign.org.uk
Rides • Chris Whitlock
rides@bristolcyclingcampaign.org.uk
Infrastructure • Terry Miller
South Gloucestershire • Andrew Gough
Development • Eric Booth
Inclusivity • William Baker
Communications • Post to be filled
Website & Social Media • Martin McDonnell
Ex-officio • Martin Parkinson
Meetings • Martin Tweddell
General enquiries
info@bristolcyclingcampaign.org.uk
Mail (including articles for this magazine if you don!t
have email):
BCyC, 116 Westbury Lane, Bristol BS9 2PU
Join via our website or email:
membership@bristolcyclingcampaign.org.uk
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Tue 26 June – Free Range Kids
Melissa Henry of Sustrans will be talking about their
campaign to give children the same chances we had when
we were young to play out around our streets without the fear
of speeding traffic.
Tue 31 July – Cambridge Cycling Campaign
Cambridge's Jim Chisholm will be coming along to share
his experiences of a very successful campaigning group in
a city which in some ways is quite different, but in other
ways is very similar to Bristol
28 August – YouTube Cycling Shorts
We'll be playing out some of our favourite internet videos of
the last year or so from Bristol and around the world. If it's
a balmy night we'll start off by having a drink outside
25 September – Body and Mind. (TBC)
How cycling helps your mental health. We hope to be joined
by Greame Willgress to talk about his Ride2Recovery to raise
money for Sustrans and raise awareness of mental health
issues. He cycled 4,000 miles around UK mainland coast in
2011 and by the time he reaches us he will have completed
his second ride. Life Cycle UK will also be along to talk about
how their Mental Wellbeing rides are improving the lives of
people in Bristol.
30 October – Mayoral Hustings (TBC)
In conjunction with Life Cycle UK, we're inviting all the candidates to take your questions and test how serious they are
about cycling.
See the website, e-news or Facebook for up-to-date details of
our meetings
USEFUL CONTACTS
Most of the contacts that you may need to use can be found
on the BetterByBike website at:
www.betterbybike.info/report-a-problem
Problems on the highway • Helpful line with various options
for reporting problems
0117 922 2100 Mon-Fri 8am-6pm closed 2.30-4pm Weds for
staff training.
Option 3 road surfaces and shared pavements
Option 4 street-lighting
Option 5 broken glass and burnt-out vehicles
They now have a quick response policy to broken glass
Potholes in roads visit www.fillthathole.org.uk
Parking Hotline 0117 922 2189 to report illegal parking on
yellow lines and/or adjacent pavement when parking is
banned
Police Dial 101, the new non-emergency number. Calls cost
15p per call. Use this line to complain about speeding,
pavement parking, etc.

General advice for rides

" New discounts to BCyC members...

Many regular riders will know these things
already, but for those new to cycling or to
the group here are a few tips that you may
find helpful.

Discount may not be available on all items
and services. Please check with the store.
BikeFix Bradley Stoke • 07963 933317
mobile service, Bradley Stoke area

10%

The times shown are the START times of the rides.
Although some may wait a few minutes for a chat,
it's best not to rely on this. Arrive earlier rather than
later and don't get left behind.

Bikes Made Good • 07948 271763
mobile service • service & parts

10%

Bike UK • Queens Avenue, Clifton
0117 929 3500 • parts & accessories

10%

Make sure your bike is in good working order. If
you think it needs more than a 'tweak' then it's
probably better to get it serviced at a bike shop.
You are wise to carry a few basic repair items with
you, such as a pump, puncture repair kit or, even
better, an inner tube of the right size and basic
tools. If you're new to cycling and don't know how
to use them, the chances are someone else will
show you (that's how most of us learned!)

Bike Workshop • 88 Colston Street
0117 926 8961

10%

Bool's Bicycles • 5 Staple Hill Rd, Fishponds
0117 939 2746 • goods & services

10%

In winter you are more likely to be riding home in
the dark, so bring your bike lights and hi-vis wear.
Remember the temperature can drop significantly
in the evenings, so bring extra warm layers, gloves,
socks, hat, etc. Pack a waterproof jacket and
maybe also waterproof trousers.
Always carry food with you, even if it's only a
banana! Cycling is exercise and you will get hungry.
Preferably some carbohydrates – sandwiches,
flapjacks, cereal bars and fresh/dried fruit are some
examples.
On the road, behave responsibly – don't obstruct
traffic and only stop where it's safe to do so. It's
also nice if you warn others behind you of potholes
or other obstructions in the road.
These tips aren't meant to put you off or make you
think a day's bike ride is like climbing Everest! But
with a little forethought you will enjoy the adventure
of a day out even more. You'll notice we often
suggest a picnic or packed lunch or a visit to a pub.
Our rides are often built round a theme or local
beauty spot or place of interest. We are a convivial
group who make newcomers welcome and we
usually ride at a moderate pace. Contact the ride
leader if you're unsure.

Bristol Cycle Shack • 28 Midland Rd, St Phillip's 10%
0117 929 9143 • parts, accessories & 2nd hand bikes
Harvey’s • 178 Henleaze Road, Henleaze
0117 962 9520

Jakes' Bikes • 6a Haymarket Walk (between the
Bearpit and Bus Station) 0117 329 7363
10%
Kathmandu • Park Street • 0117 927 7814
with free Summit Club membership

Cyclebag East • www.cyclebageast.btck.co.uk
Mountain Biking • www bristoltrailsgroup.com
www.bristolmountainbikeclub.co.uk

10-25%

Mud Dock • The Grove, off Queen Square
0117 929 2151

10%

Pembury Cycles • 8 Highridge Road, Bishopsworth
0117 964 0973 - parts & accessories
10%
Psyclewerx • 4-6 Abbotsford Rd, Redland
0117 946 7496

10%

Strada • 236 North St, Southville 0117 966 9662 10%
The Spokesman • 78 Mina Road, St Werburghs
0117 955 3022
5%
ZeroG • Unit 6, Willow Centre, Downend
0117 956 6719

10%

ZeroG • 12-14 Park Street, off College Green
0117 929 7368

10%

ZeroG • 11-13 North St, Bedminster
0117 966 0743

10%

Other cycling groups in the Bristol Area

CTC • www.cyclebristolctc.org.uk/

10%

Bath cycling & walking groups:
"Recycle Your Sundays!: www.bathrys.org.uk
CycleBath (formerly Bath Cycle Campaign):
www.cyclebath.org.uk/

